
Sport and the media  
LO1: Know how sport is covered across the media  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Television  Where sporting events are shown through 
motion pictures for entertainment, often live. 

Terrestrial  Signals sent from a transmitter to an aerial or 
receiver- BBC (must pay for a TV licence), ITV, 
Freeview channels  

Satellite and 
Cable 

TV images sent from a geo-stationary satellite- 
Sky sports, BT sports. Cable is often linked to 
Virgin media  

Pay-per-view Service provided by a broadcaster where you 
pay in order to view the one-off event- WWE, 
Boxing 

Ring fenced events  

Olympics and Paralympics  
FIFA world cup  
UEFA Euro championships  

The FA cup final  
The Grand national  
Wimbledon  

The British grand prix  

Written press A form of media that is written or printed in multiple forms to 
provide information on sport 

Newspapers- Broadsheet 
& Tabloid 

Broadsheet is a more informative type of newspaper- Daily 
telegraph, Sunday times  
Tabloid is a more sensationalist type of newspaper- Sun, Mirror  

Magazines  Forms of sport specific written press that are published weekly or 
monthly. You can pay for a subscription to a magazine- 
Fourfourtwo, Autosport. 

Books These can be published as fiction (children stories) or non-fiction- 
auto biographies or biographies, coaching guides, rules or history. 

Fanzines & Webzines Non-official publications produced by sports fans- red devils (Man 
Utd). Webzines are online versions of fanzines. 

Tv licence 
This pays to cover the cost of producing BBC programmes and every house 
must have one in order to view the channel-£157 

Ring fenced  
Sports events that the government prevents TV companies from charging 
to watch so all can view for free. 

Subscription- this is when a fan of a sport pays an annual (weekly, monthly or yearly fee) to receive sports entertainment: 

Magazines, Sky sports, BT sports, Podcasts (free) 



LO1: Know how sport is covered across the media  

Internet  A global system of interconnected computer networks 

Blogs  Informal journal provided online- Anfield HQ, Love Tennis, London Cyclist  

Video sharing 
sites  

Websites that allow users to distribute their video clips- Youtube, Facebook, Instagram  

Social media  Internet based sharing sites that allow users to share content with each other on their own pages.- Twitter, Facebook, 
TikTok 

Fansites A website created and maintained by a fan about a sporting celebrity, sport or a team- Ronaldo fansite, over the bar, Rugby 
365 

Live streams Is a delivery of internet content as events happen- Facebook, periscope  

P2P sharing  Peer-to-peer file sharing of digital media using online networks- sportp2p.com share live sport events  

Podcasts  A series of digital audio or video files that can be watched or listened to. Many are based on a subscription format- that 
perter crouch podcast, house of rugby  

Radio  An easily accessible way to receive live coverage of sporting events. Signals are sent by digital 
airwaves. 

Dedicated sports radio 
stations  

Radio stations that tend to only cover sports events- 5live and talkSPORT 

Local radio coverage  Broadcasted through BBC or commercial stations to cover local sports, this is only available in the 
local area- BBC Wiltshire  

National radio coverage  Stations that can be accessed across the country- 5Live and talkSPORT 
Internet radio stations  Waves are converted into digital signals and then broadcasted onto the internet (Webcasting) 

-Webcasting= radio broadcast on the internet 

-DAB= digital audio broadcasting- radio without any static 

-internet= a global system of interconnected computer networks 

-World wide web= part of the internet used for interlinked information  

 



LO2: Understand the positive effects that the media can have on sport  
Relationship Description 
Increased exposure of 
minority sports 

Where the media covers more sports that are considered less popular 
(minority), increasing the viewing and participation rates. 

Increased promotional 
opportunities  

Sport can promote itself through the media as well as promote goods to 
gain an income. 

Education  The media can educate fans through providing a platform for people to 
view and learn about a range of sports. 

Increased income  By charging to publisg and advertise sport, products and performers, 
media can increase the income into a sport. 

Inspiring people to 
participate 

Broadcasting sports can mean people see it and feel inspired to go and 
participate in the sport. 

Competition between 
sports and clubs  

The media causes a competition to be the best in order to gain the most 
media coverage and generate the most interest and income for sports. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The role of the media  
-Inform  
-Educate  
-Entertain  
-Advertise  

-Greater range of sport covered in the media- An increase of types of media has meant there is a larger opportunity to cover a range of sports 
-Clubs/sports can promote themselves more through different media- By using sports marketing, individuals and teams can use the media to promote themselves 
allowing for more attention to their club or sport- LFCTV (Liverpool’s own TV channel) 
-Unlimited access to information about a favourite team/club/performer through different media- various platforms can provide info about a range of areas in 
sport allowing fans to gain unlimited access to a wide range of information regarding their chosen area. 
-Developing a better understanding of sports through media coverage- using media outlets to improve your knowledge on a range of aspects of sports. 
-income generated by media rights goes to the sport/clubs- money that companies pay to show or cover the sport can be invested back into the sports at all levels 
-Exposure/coverage in media encourages people to take part- the more a sport is shown the more people will want to participate 
-Creation of positive role models- media covering positive actions from sports people can make them look like good people and mean fans want to copy them. 
-competition for supporters/ viewers- sports and its clubs are in competition for viewers, meaning the more fans who come the more money they all make 

Minority sports  
-American football 
-Ice hockey  
-Water polo 
-Table tennis 
-Athletics 
-Surfing  
-Basketball  
 

Positive role models  
-David Beckham  
-Johnny Wilkinson  
-Marcus Rashford  
-Andy Murray  
 

Grassroots level- for ordinary people, rather than 
those who are specialists (this is the level you play at. 

Income comes from broadcasters who pay to 
show or cover the sports- Sky sports pay 
millions of pounds to cover the premier league, 
this money is then split between the clubs. This 
media generates much of club’s budgets.  



LO3: Understand the negative effects that the media can have on sport  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Relationship Description  
Decline in live spectatorship Media covering sports more means people don’t have to 

attend live events as much as its cheaper to watch from home 
Loss of traditional sporting 
values  

Media can cause a sport to lose traditional values. The media 
can dictate certain areas of sport, causing them to change 

Media coverage of 
inappropriate behaviour of 
athletes  

Media cover a range of on and off field actions from athletes. 
They cover bad behaviour, meaning negative role models are 
made and makes the sport look bad 

Increased pressure on 
officials 

Media covering all areas of sports, showing replays and 
discussing performance means officials get more pressure put 
on them to always be correct, putting people off becoming one 

Newspapers are dominated 
by a few sports 

Newspapers tend to cover only the most popular sports and 
have a limited coverage of female/ ethnic minority sports and 
athletes. Football tends to dominate 

Saturation  The media covers sport to the point people get fed up with it. 

Traditional sporting values  
-Kick off times 
-Days games are played 
-Fair play/sportsmanship 
-Rule changes  
 

Spectatorship 
Attending a live event, instead of watching or listening 
through the use of media outlets  

-On field behaviour- This is media coverage of what athletes do on the field of play during their sport 
-Off field behaviour- This is media coverage of what athletes do off the field of play when they are not taking part in their sport  
-Creation of negative role models- The media cover inappropriate behaviour meaning fans view the athlete in a bad light and they become a negative role model 
-Scrutiny of decisions made- Media outlets will discuss and pick apart an official’s performance. This can be done during a sport as well as after. (pundits talking, 
Hawkeye, replays, ref watch. 
-Hype can make officials role much harder- Media hype before a game can add pressure to an official and make their job much harder than it should be  
 

Negative role models  
-Luis Suarez  
-Ben stokes  
-Lance Armstrong  

Most   Least        
sports covered in newspapers 
-Football  -Netball 
-Cricket   -Tennis 
-Rugby   -Golf 

 



LO4: Understand the relationship between sport and the media 
Relationship   Description  
How media uses sport to promote 
itself  

The media uses sport to promote itself by using itself as a form of entertainment. Showing 
live and up to date events in sport will help increase engagement from sports fans. 

How sport uses the media to promote 
itself 

Sport uses media to promote itself by regularly advertising upcoming events, selling and 
generating interest in them through the media. Websites, social media and advertising can be 
used for this. 

Sport as a commodity A product that can be sold or traded for profit. This can be anything from merchandise often 
sold on websites and social media to players who generate lots of income. 

Sponsorship & advertising  Sponsorship is where a company pays money to a team or individual in return for them 
advertising their goods. This company can then be seen in the media and promoted as a 
result 

Adoption and rejection of sporting 
heroes by the media 

Media choses to promote sport and its individuals to gain interest. They will sell stories 
(positive or negative) on sports starts to gain sales. David Beckham being adopted and 
rejected by the media for multiple events, making him a hero and causing him to be rejected. 

How scrutiny and criticism through 
the media have increased  

Developments in social media and internet has allowed more people to be able to express 
their opinion openly. This means sports performer, management, coaches and chairpeople 
are much more exposed to scrutiny and criticism in the media. 

The impact of pay-per-view Is a form of media that allows fans to make a one off payment in order to view an event that 
isn’t being show on regular satellite or terrestrial television. Many UFC, WWE and boxing 
events are shown on PPV. This generates income for the tv company, promoters and fighters. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Forms of media that sports use to promote themselves and become a commodity 
https://www.manutd.com – website   
https://twitter.com/EnglandNetball?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor- social media  
LFCTV- clubs own TV channel 
 

Many sports more dependent on media as a source of revenue 
 
This is when sports need the media to help them generate 
income. They often use social media, or their websites to do this. 
 

Influence on the ownership of sports clubs  
 
The increase of media coverage has meant owners 
now want to use their money to purchase sports 
clubs and increase their platform or to make money.  

Consumers= People who buy the 
commodities  
-Fans  
-Other clubs  
-Companies/ sponsors  
-Owners  
 

Links between media coverage and sponsorship 
 
Broadcasting rights, sponsorship and ticket sales are 
all related to how interested people are in sport. 
The more interest there is in a sport the more time 
and interest the media will invest into it. 

Different types of sponsorship and advertising in sport 
 
-Equipment    -Individual players 
-Clothing   -Teams 
-Footwear   -Competitions  
-Transport   -Stadiums 

https://www.manutd.com/
https://twitter.com/EnglandNetball?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor-


LO5: Be able to evaluate media coverage in sport  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Relationship  Description  

Aspects which may 
influence coverage of a 
story or item 

There are multiple factors that decide whether a story is 
worthy of being covered in the media. Popularity of the 
sport, team or individual involved, the type of media that is 
presenting the story and the timing of the story. 

Features of the coverage 
which may vary from one 
media outlet to another  

Different media outlets may have different ways of 
presenting news stories, this means stories could differ 
depending on who covers it. 

-Type or brand of media outlet- the type or brand of media outlet can influence whether a story is reported. This 
links to Broadsheet and tabloid newspapers (LO1) 
-Competition with other media outlets- this is when in order to attract viewers or listeners, different types of 
media will try and find a different angle to report a story 
-Target audience- this also influences the coverage of the story. Media will tend to place focus on parts of the story 
that would appeal to the majority of its viewers. 
-Timing of the event, story or item- it is important that the news report up to date and the latest news, so people 
don’t become disinterested 
-Popularity, notoriety or size of the individual, club or organisation being covered- these dictates whether the 
news story is worthy of being covered and if it will gain interest. 

-Representation of the issue, organisation or individual involved- Different media outlets with take different stand 
points and report news in a different way. E.g.- Chelsea and Liverpool wont report on a match in the same way  
-Method of reporting- This relates to the language use and the content depending on the different media outlets. 
-Potential bias- Some media outlets may have an agenda that makes them take a certain view on an issue/story. 
E.g. the Chelsea and Liverpool match, each team will report in a bias way. 
-Extent of the coverage- This is the amount of coverage given to a story, measured in lines, pages or column 
inches. 
-Duration of the coverage- This varies depending on the importance and interest in the story.  

Media outlet- publication or broadcast 
programme providing information through a 
range of channels. 
Notoriety- the state of being famous or well 
known for some bad quality or deed. 
Bias- being favourable to one side of a story 
compared to the other  
Extent- the mount something is covered  
 

 


